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I began the process of creating this piece “Mr. Butler” by first finding an African 

American artist that would inspire me to create something significant to the black 

community.  This research led me to find an African American, female artist by the 

name Bisa Butler.  I came across many different of her quilts and grew attached to the 

vibrant colors she uses.  She refers to them as “Kool Aid Colors”.  I wanted to recreate 

one of her pieces using similar colors and similar patterns with different collage 

materials.  I began to think about what materials have a variety of bright and vibrant 

colors and tissue paper was one the materials I decided to use.  I also decided to go to 

the fabric store and sample many different fabrics that consisted of the Kool Aid Colors 

and similar patterns to the ones used in her Three Kings cotton quilt.  I wanted to 

include another collage material so I used crochet hair as well. 

The strengths within this piece are the use of texture and color.  The tissue paper 

created a rough feel to the piece.  The crochet hair created a fuzzy feel to the piece.  

The use of color was the important part of this piece because that is what keeps the 

viewers eye moving throughout the piece.  The different shades and tints create depth 

within the piece.  The colors used also remind me of positivity.   

The inspiration behind this piece is to bring light and happiness into the black 

community.  I wanted to display blackness in a good light considering the circumstances 

black people have had to face.  I want to celebrate black life.  Bisa Butler stated she 

wants to “shed light on black people in a positive light” and that is something I also 

aspire to do in this piece and in my future pieces.  \ 
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